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Background: There has been little interest in the research literature on public opinions regarding assisted conception and surrogacy, particularly in European countries, despite the growing evidence showing that problems in adaptation and coping may be related to perceived normative values. This study investigated British women’s attitudes to surrogacy using components of the theory of planned behaviour (TPB).

Methods: Questionnaires on attitudes to surrogacy and reasons for parenthood were completed by 187 women from the general public.

Results: Significant socio-demographic differences were found between women who were possibly willing (n = 76) and those who were unwilling (n = 111) to become surrogate mothers. General attitudes to surrogacy also differed between groups (P = 0.000). This study supported the predictive utility of components of the TPB, and differentiated adequately between groups on attitudes to recruitment for surrogacy (P = 0.000), the consequences of surrogacy (P = 0.000), factors that induce people to become surrogates (P = 0.000), social support (P = 0.000), having personal control (P = 0.002) and reasons for parenthood (P = 0.000). Age (P = 0.000), attitudes to advertising (P = 0.02) and the consequences of surrogacy (P = 0.05) predicted (un)willingness to become a potential surrogate mother.

Conclusions: Further research is needed with larger sample sizes of potential surrogates to determine whether the predictive attitudes reported here translate to actual behaviours. The larger group which was not interested in considering becoming a surrogate scored significantly more negatively on all attitudes towards surrogacy. The negative attitudes reported by the ‘unwilling to consider being a surrogate’ group may reflect attitudes held by the majority of the population and are likely to be influenced by reports of stigma associated with surrogacy.
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Introduction

Infertility is estimated to occur in one in seven couples and thought to be on the increase among young couples in the West (Edelmann, 2004). The psychological impact of infertility is believed to be as widespread as the incidence. It has been described as a stressful and threatening experience; a life crisis (Menning, 1975) and the reaction to infertility have been compared with grief (Menning, 1980). Despair (Berger, 1977, 1980), anxiety (Harrison et al., 1984), depression (Link and Darling, 1986), decreased self-esteem, mourning, feelings of guilt and frustration (Pfeffer and Woollet, 1983; Bresnick, 1984; Keye, 1984) and impotence following diagnosis (Berger, 1980) have also been reported. Consequently, treatment seeking is common and treatment options are comprehensive (van den Akker, 2002). However, treatment for infertility is marked by genetic link, stigma, perceived normative perceptions of parenthood and population attitude issues. For example, van Balen et al. (1996) found that the majority of people (86%) suffering from fertility problems sought medical help with a minority choosing adoption. van den Akker (2005a, b, 2006) confirmed that options with a full or partial genetic link appear to be preferred. Surrogacy, which can offer the full or partial genetic link, is nevertheless a controversial option (Edelmann, 2004).

Non-commercial surrogacy has been legal in the UK since 1985 (Edelmann, 2004), and by 1998, around 8000 women had considered...
surrogacy as an option through contacting surrogacy agencies (van den Akker, 1998). The two separate methods of surrogacy offering a full or partial genetic link are gestational and genetic. Gestational surrogacy takes place when both the intended mother and father use their own gametes (usually) and the genetically related embryo is transferred into the surrogate mother via IVF, whereas in genetic surrogacy, baby is genetically related to the surrogate mother and intended father (i.e. the surrogate mothers are inseminated with the intended fathers’ sperm).

Although (genetic) surrogacy has likely been practiced for centuries (van den Akker, 2006), views regarding surrogacy and infertility have changed over time. Furthermore, Miall (1994) suggested that motherhood tends to be perceived as biological, whereas fatherhood can be learned. van den Akker (2006) conducted a review of the literature on surrogacy and motherhood and suggested that the fertile population appears to respond cognitively consonant as they have not had to redefine ‘parenthood’ as genetic, gestational or social. Fertile people’s understanding of the publics’ views, regarding the acceptable use of reproductive technologies.

Research into public opinion of surrogacy which reflects the underlying normative beliefs about surrogacy is minimal (Brook et al., 1992; Wiess, 1992; ICM Research, 1994; Chliaoutakis et al., 2002). Murphy et al. (2002) surveyed fertile people’s opinions of the acceptability of different methods of overcoming infertility which they would either use themselves, or find acceptable for use by others, and found that those practicing a religion were less accepting of surrogacy, particularly as a hypothetical option for themselves. Chliaoutakis et al. (2002) confirmed that church attendance is negatively related to intention to use gamete donation or surrogacy. Others have reported that commercial surrogacy is unacceptable (Krishnan, 1994), but non-commercial gestational surrogacy is perceived as relatively acceptable compared with genetic surrogacy (Appelton, 1990; Bromham, 1991; Frasier and Chapman, 1994; BMA, 1996; Suzuki et al., 2006). Unfortunately, any general population survey on surrogacy reflecting normative beliefs is likely to be shaped by negative portrayals of surrogacy in the media (Appleton, 2001) and beliefs about parenthood.

Studies of attitudes to oocyte donation, using the theory of planned behavior (TPB), are becoming increasingly available (Sweden: Skoog-Svanberg et al., 2003 and UK: Purewal and van den Akker, 2008a,b). The Swedish study reported that women who were willing to donate were less likely to have children of their own and thought the genetic tie between parent and child was not important and the UK studies confirmed that. The latter UK studies also reported that perceived normative social support, positive attitudes towards egg donation and to the consequences of egg donation and less conventional reasons for parenthood coincided with believing parenthood was important. This shows potential donation (or surrogacy) is cognitively consonant with beliefs about parenthood.

The TPB (Ajzen and Madden, 1986) proposes that behavioural intentions are predicted by attitudes, perceived behavioural control and perceived social norms. A meta-review of 185 studies investigated the predictive utility of the TPB and found that the theory accounted for 27% of variance in behaviour and 39% of variance in behavioural intentions (Armitage and Conner, 2001). It is noteworthy that there is a much criticized behaviour-intention gap (Conner and Norman, 2005) and intention only predicts 47% of the variance in behavioural outcomes (Armitage and Conner, 2001). The present study investigates a general population; therefore, while a behavioural outcome is measured (past surrogacy rates), it is the participants’ willingness to become a surrogate mother in the future which is the most important aspect, i.e. their intention. The aims of this paper, therefore, were to investigate the views of women from the general public on surrogacy and their potential willingness to become surrogate mothers, using components of the TPB, and their views of parenthood.

Materials and Methods

Participants
A total of 187 female participants were recruited from within two workplace settings via opportunity sampling. The workplaces were chosen as they were known to be the largest (Council) employer in the county offering a range of job roles with a strong record of equal opportunities, educational, cultural, marital status, gender and age backgrounds. Written permission from the managers was obtained. The study was advertised either via an internal internet bulletin board or via internal e-mail. All employees at both workplaces were assigned e-mail addresses and...
therefore are provided with access to the internet and the bulletin boards. No reward was received for participation, and inclusion criteria were that all participants were required to be female and fluent in English. Exclusion criteria were men and women unable to read or write English. As is the case with internet-based research, it is impossible to determine the exact response rate because we were unable to tell how many women saw the invitation.

**Measures**

The attitudes to surrogacy questionnaire was adapted from the one published in *Human Reproduction* by Skoog-Svanberg et al. (2003) (adaptation available upon request from the authors). The questionnaire contained 71 target items and 14 socio-demographic questions. Fifty-two items were adapted attitudes to surrogacy items; three questions were added to ask about willingness to be a genetic or a gestational surrogate, and willingness to be a surrogate for a relative, friend or stranger, and the reasons for parenthood scale (16 items) (Langridge et al. 2005). All participants answered all questions and no distinction was made between gestational and genetic surrogacy with the exception of two items (see above), which specifically enquired about willingness to be either a genetic surrogate mother or a gestational surrogate mother.

The 52 attitudes towards surrogacy questionnaire included 11 variables (subsections of numbers of items making up the subsections are shown in brackets) as previously described by Skoog-Svanberg et al., (2003). Each item was rated on a five-point Likert-type scale that ranged from strongly agree (5) to strongly disagree (1) and included a ‘cannot form an opinion’ (6) option. Five variables (italicized) are theoretical components of the TPB: attitudes towards children (6), attitudes towards the importance of a genetic link between parent and child (4), attitudes towards surrogacy in general (5), attitudes towards disclosure to offspring (6), attitudes towards specific circumstances of surrogacy (6), attitudes towards recruitment (4), willingness to become a surrogate (‘yes’, ‘maybe/do not know’, ‘no’), attitudes towards the consequences of surrogacy (7), perceived social support (1), behavioural control (1) and attitudes towards factors that would induce women to become a surrogate (12). The reasons for parenthood scale (Langridge et al., 2005) included six reasons for parenthood (fulfilment, please partner, make family, part of both of us, good home and bio drive) and five reasons against (other things, restrict freedom, partner’s wishes, interfere with career and over population). After reviewing the literature (Purewal and van den Akker, 2008a), a further four items were included in the reasons for parenthood (carry on family name, religious beliefs, genetically part of me and confirm femininity) and one item was included in reasons against parenthood (unwanted changes). The respondents rated each item on a five-point Likert-type scale that ranged from relevant (5) to irrelevant (1). All 10 reasons for and 6 reasons against parenthood were added to create a total score for reasons for and reasons against. A high score was indicative of supporting normative and conventional reasons for wanting to have children, whereas a low score was indicative of supporting non-normative and less conventional reasons.

All items required a response from the participant, that is, they could not complete the questionnaire without selecting an option; however, all questions allowed the participants to report that they had no opinion on this matter. The questionnaire was accessed online on personal or works computers with the option to complete a paper copy which was requested by 2 of the 187 participants.

**Procedure**

Ethical approval was sought from the local University Ethics Committee. The questionnaire was made available to participants within workplace settings via an internet-based bulletin board or an internal e-mail via a hyperlink. Once the participant had accessed the link, they were directed to a standardized consent form containing a detailed description of the study and surrogacy, contact details of the Investigators and instructions to complete all questions. Participants were informed that completion of the questionnaire implied consent. Participants read a description of the way in which surrogacy works (treatment options and length as well as basic information regarding the legal issues surrounding surrogacy) and a brief glossary of terms including ‘surrogacy’, ‘surrogate mother’, ‘intended parents’, ‘genetic surrogacy’ and ‘gestational surrogacy’ (available on request).

The next page contained 14 socio-demographic items and the 71 questionnaire items. All participants received the same format of the questionnaire, whether it was paper or internet based, and were required to click on the response which best reflected their opinion.

**Data analysis**

Some of the items were reversed to ensure that low scores always implied a positive response, that is a score which was previously 1 became 5 etc., others were recoded so that ‘neutral’ and ‘cannot form an opinion’, ‘indifferent’ and ‘n/a’, and ‘maybe’ and ‘do not know’ were merged.

The two items enquiring about the type of surrogacy participants were willing, unsure or unwilling to consider were combined across type of surrogacy (‘willingness to be a genetic surrogate mother’ (item 30) or a ‘gestational surrogate mother’ (item 31)). Chi-square tests were performed for the three combined groups on the socio-demographic variables as well as item 32 ‘would you rather be a surrogate for a stranger; relative/friend, both, neither’ to investigate the relationship between socio-demographic factors and willingness to become a surrogate mother. ‘Reasons for parenthood’ and ‘Reasons against parenthood’ were calculated as described above following Langridge et al. (2005).

Logistic regression was performed for the variables that were significant in the initial analyses, including age, numbers of previous pregnancies, live births and the TPB components; ‘general statements about surrogacy’ and ‘consequences of surrogacy’, ‘social support’ (item 41) and ‘perceived behavioural control’ (item 42) and ‘attitudes to recruitment’, ‘factors that induce one to become a surrogate’ and ‘positive attitudes to wanting children’ on the parenthood scale. A value of P < 0.05 was considered significant.

**Results**

Eight of the 187 participants were willing to be a genetic surrogate mother (136 said ‘no’ and 43 ‘maybe/do not know’), and 9 of the 187 a gestational surrogate mother (121 ‘no’; 57 ‘maybe/do not know’). The sample was initially collapsed into three groups, women who were willing (n = 15), unsure (n = 61) and unwilling (n = 111) to consider becoming (genetic and/or gestational) surrogate mothers. Significant socio-demographic differences were found in age ([F(2, 184) = 16.04, P < 0.000] with younger women significantly more likely to be willing to become a surrogate), and parity ($\chi^2 = 12.05, P < 0.01$; Table 1). Most respondents were white. The majority of respondents who were ‘unsure’ were nulliparous and had never been pregnant. Occupational, educational and marital status did not differ significantly between groups.

Table 1 also shows the other socio-demographic details; miscarriages and terminations were more common in the willing group and about half in each group identified with a religion. There was a bias towards participants in lower managerial and higher managerial positions. This, however, is a fairly accurate representation of employment status within Warwickshire due to a number of large redundancy
schemes in the car industry prevalent in Warwickshire (Warwickshire County Council, 2006). Participants also reported high proportions of graduate and postgraduate qualifications. Across groups, 17% of participants and 4% of participants’ partners identified themselves as having a fertility problem. There was no significant difference between groups in marital status and one participant in the ‘unsure’ group had been a surrogate mother in the past. In general, 60% of participants and 4% of participants’ partners identified themselves as having a fertility problem. Table II Mean (SD) and significance of attitudes to surrogacy and reasons for parenthood components of the ‘possibly willing’ and ‘unwilling’ groups

Table II Mean (SD) and significance of attitudes to surrogacy and reasons for parenthood components of the ‘possibly willing’ and ‘unwilling’ groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Possibly willing (n = 76)</th>
<th>Unwilling group (n = 111)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>27.68 (8.64)</td>
<td>36.33 (11.18)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General statements about surrogacy</td>
<td>1.78 (0.58)</td>
<td>2.21 (0.76)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequences of surrogacy</td>
<td>2.50 (0.73)</td>
<td>3.37 (1.30)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support</td>
<td>2.36 (1.16)</td>
<td>3.45 (1.54)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>2.29 (1.45)</td>
<td>3.15 (1.84)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes to advertising</td>
<td>3.28 (1.23)</td>
<td>4.09 (1.18)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors that induce one to become a surrogate</td>
<td>2.45 (0.60)</td>
<td>3.27 (1.28)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statements about surrogacy</td>
<td>3.08 (0.56)</td>
<td>3.13 (0.61)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Want children</td>
<td>1.63 (0.45)</td>
<td>1.85 (0.51)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not want children</td>
<td>2.46 (0.60)</td>
<td>2.53 (0.61)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General feelings about children</td>
<td>2.83 (0.70)</td>
<td>2.87 (0.71)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of a genetic link</td>
<td>3.00 (1.09)</td>
<td>2.91 (1.00)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>2.52 (0.78)</td>
<td>2.36 (0.83)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(MWu = 2542.50)—all TPB components, which differed significantly between groups. For all (significant) results, those possibly willing to consider becoming a surrogate rated each component more positively. Attitudes towards recruitment for surrogates (t = −4.45, df = 185, P = 0.000); and factors that induce you to become a surrogate (t = −5.90, df = 185, P = 0.000) also differed between groups, as did positive reasons for wanting to become parents themselves (on the parenthood scale: t = −3.11, df = 185, P = 0.002)—in all cases, the possibly willing to consider being a surrogate group scoring more positively than those not willing to consider becoming surrogates (Table II). General attitudes towards surrogacy, Reasons against parenthood, attitudes towards children, genetic link and disclosure did not differ between groups, but age did (t = 5.95, df = 185, P < 0.000).

In order to determine which of the variables predicted possible willingness and unwillingness to be a surrogate, logistic regression analyses showed that age [odds ratio (OR) = 0.10, β = 0.101, P = 0.001], ‘recruitment’ (OR = 0.39, β = 0.391, P = 0.02) and the TPB component ‘consequences of surrogacy’ (OR = 0.63, β = 0.633, P = 0.05) significantly predicted (un)willingness to be a surrogate mother (Table III), although this association was marginal. The remaining three TPB components (perceived subjective norms, behavioural control and attitudes toward surrogacy) did not predict (un)willingness to become a surrogate mother.

**Discussion**

A small proportion of participants were willing to consider becoming a surrogate mother. Most did not differentiate between genetic or
gestational surrogacy, and only numbers of live births and pregnancies distinguished this group from the unsure or unwilling groups. However, the willing group was small and further analyses on them independently would not have been meaningful. Since the willing and unsure groups were similar in many respects and since they scored similarly on willingness to be a surrogate for a relative or friend, this group was merged to ensure more meaningful analyses would be possible. Tests of differences in attitude components of the TPB revealed significant differences between women possibly willing and unwilling to be a surrogate mother for general attitudes towards surrogacy, consequences of surrogacy, and social support and control. Participants who were possibly willing to become surrogate mothers also scored positively on their attitudes towards recruitment for surrogates, on factors that would induce one to become a surrogate and they also scored more positively on wanting children on the reasons for parenthood scale.

It was surprising to find that participants who would consider becoming a surrogate did not distinguish between genetic and gestational surrogacy. Previous research had shown differences between actual surrogates and their beliefs about the importance of a genetic link (van den Akker, 2003, 2005a, 2006). It is possible that this reflects the attitudes versus behaviour gap noted in other research (Armitage and Conner, 2001; Conner and Norman, 2005), and the fact that participants in this study were drawn from the non-clinical population who did not have to imagine the importance of genetics in relation to reproduction. These results are similar to Purewal and van den Akker (2008a, b) and Skoog-Svanberg et al. (2003) who reported a lack of distinction in their populations attitudes towards donating oocytes for research or treatment.

Since research regarding public opinion of surrogacy is limited and was published a few years ago before even more complex reproductive techniques were debated by Government and the media (Brook et al., 1992, Wiess, 1992, ICM Research, 1994; Chliaoutakis et al., 2002; van den Akker, 2006), there is a limited amount of past research which we can draw on. However, related theoretical research on attitudes towards oocyte donation (Skoog-Svanberg et al. 2003; Purewal and van den Akker (2008a, b) was carried out more recently. Purewal and van den Akker (2006, 2008a, b) used the original translated Skoog-Svanberg et al. (2003) attitudes to egg donation questionnaire to assess British women’s attitudes towards oocyte donation for infertile couples (Purewal and van den Akker, 2008a) and for treatment (Purewal and van den Akker, 2008b). The theoretical component ‘consequences’ and younger age were predictors in both oocyte donation for treatment and research studies, confirming our predictors for surrogacy. This is reassuring because, although there is a significant difference in the process involved in egg donation and that of surrogacy, the surrogate and both oocyte donation studies investigated attitudes towards assisted reproductive technology. Critically, the use of a theory to assist in determining variables which can predict intentions to carry out a particular behaviour has been useful as this can be used in future research and in clinical practice. The younger age and the liberal attitudes towards the recruitment of surrogates through advertising emanating from the regression analyses appear to be strong predictors for potential surrogates suggesting these in particular can be the focus within recruitment and selection drives. However, our theoretical data need to be interpreted as provisional since the predictive association of the consequences of surrogacy was marginal. Nevertheless, the fact that potential surrogates are happy to accept the consequences of, for example, the likelihood that surrogate offspring may try to contact them upon the age of 18 years is reassuring.

Significant differences on the reasons for parenthood scale (Langridge et al., 2005) were also obtained between women possibly willing to become surrogate mothers and those not willing to become surrogate mothers, with the latter more positive, also confirming the attitudes to oocyte donation studies cited above. It is possible that women who have not had to question their fertility (the relatively normal populations studied in these attitude surveys) may not attach undue importance to a genetic link between parent and child, whereas those who are confronted with infertility perceive this to be important because it is challenged (van den Akker, 2000; 2006). Importantly, the present study found that the intention to become a surrogate is influenced by a number of factors, including attitudes, perceived normative values and beliefs about parenthood. The data also concur with a recent study of surrogate mothers, and reflect the importance of perceived social support (van den Akker, 2007) and its influence on the surrogacy experience (Blyth, 1994; Edelmann, 2004).

If surrogacy takes place in a society that accepts this as a necessary practice for some (Sharma, 2006), it is possible that actual surrogates may be better supported and less stigmatized. To date, however, it appears that a majority of the population (also reflected in the larger group in this study) still do not accept the notion of a ‘new reality’ of parenthood as was eloquently discussed by Strathern (2002), even though this is, at least in the UK, a socially (step/gay/lesbian/half sibling through new relationships etc.) prolific phenomenon.

**Conclusions**

This relatively small scale study supported the predictive utility of some components of the TPB, and differentiated adequately between groups on general attitudes towards surrogacy, recruitment, consequences of surrogacy and factors that induce people to become surrogates, support and control. Those possibly willing to consider becoming a surrogate also scored significantly higher on the typical reasons for parenthood scale, indicating traditional values. The consequences of surrogacy, recruitment and age predicted (un)willingness to become a surrogate. A number of shortcomings were identified, namely the sample was relatively small and drawn from one region in the UK. Further research is needed to bridge the gap between the attitudes of a general population sample as presented here and actual surrogates as studied elsewhere (van den Akker, 2000, 2005a). A new study is currently planned to study the events which

---

**Table III** Factors contributing to ‘possibly willing’ and ‘unwilling’ to be a surrogate mother groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
<th>95% confidence interval</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.04–1.17</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes to advertising</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.05–2.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequences of surrogacy</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.99–3.57</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
take place in potential surrogates turning into actual surrogates to determine whether the predictive attitudes reported here translate into actual behaviours. This could assist in targeting future recruitment drives and policy makers through the introduction of setting specific criteria for surrogates, including ensuring adequate supporting networks for their non-traditional actions.

No differences in perceptions of the importance of a genetic link were obtained, although positive and typical perceptions for parenthood were also characteristic of women willing to consider becoming surrogates, compared with those unwilling. Interestingly, the group who was definitely not interested in considering becoming a surrogate scored significantly more negatively on recruitment of surrogates through advertising, on supporting factors that induce surrogacy and on the consequences of surrogacy, possibly reflecting views held by the majority of the population not involved with surrogacy. These factors are likely to influence the prevailing reports of stigma associated with surrogate motherhood. Since the group who was definitely not interested in considering becoming a surrogate also scored significantly less positive on the typical reasons for parenthood, it is possible that population educational targets could improve peoples perception of surrogacy by linking the practice with positive and traditional family values.
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